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Abstract—The aim of this paper is to provide a systematic literature review of blockchain hardware acceleration. Blockchain
technology has achieved significant attention in recent years
particularly in the area of cryptocurrency however it is gaining
popularity in other applications such as supply chain management and e-government.
Based on a structured, systematic review of the relevant
literature, we present a classification of the primary areas in
blockchain technology that make use of heterogeneous hardware
for accelerating certain blockchain functions. Based on these
findings, we identify various research gaps and future exploratory
directions that are anticipated to be of significant value both for
academics and industry practitioners.
Index Terms—Blockchain, Distributed Ledger Technology,
Hardware Architecture, Systematic Literature Review, Consensus
Algorithms, Heterogeneous Hardware, FPGA, GPU, ASIC, CPU

I. I NTRODUCTION
A blockchain is essentially a distributed database ledger of
transactions [1]. The entries in this ledger are the transactions
that have been executed and shared on the blockchain network.
In order to be accepted as an entry in this ledger the transaction
is verified by consensus by the participants in the network. It
is not possible to delete or modify entries once they have been
accepted as valid by this majority.
Blockchain has applications in any area which would benefit
from using a distributed ledger. Some example areas are Egovernment [2], IoT [3], cryptocurrency [4], supply chain
information exchange [5], and smart contracts [6]. As can be
easily inferred, blockchain makes use of certain cryptographic
properties to ensure the ledger remains consistent. Similar to
other applications, heterogeneous hardware is often introduced
to computationally intense problems as a mechanism for
improving performance [7].
The contribution of this paper is to provide a better understanding of the current heterogeneous hardware applications
to blockchain technology, provide an analysis of the impact
of these contributions, and to identify open challenges in this
space.
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II. BACKGROUND
A. Blockchain technology
Blockchain is a database that stores all transactions grouped
in blocks. Each block contains a cryptographic hash of the
previous block, a timestamp, and transaction data. When a
new transaction is created, the sender broadcasts it in the peer
to peer network to all the other nodes. As the nodes receive the
transaction, they validate it and keep it in their transactional
pools. To validate transactions means to run predefined checks
about the structure and the actions in the transaction. Special
node types called miners create a new block and group some
of the available transactions from their transaction pool. Then
the block is mined, which is a process of finding the proof
of work1 using variable data from the new block’s header.
Finding the proof of work is the calculation of a cryptographic
hash that fits the defined difficulty target.
The goal of mining is twofold, it verifies the legitimacy of a
transaction and prevents double spending2 . The miner that first
finds a solution for its block is the winner. This candidate block
becomes the new block in the chain. Because transactions
are added in the mining block as they arrive, we can say
that the latest block in the Blockchain contains the latest
transactions. When a new block is created (mined) it is timestamped and propagated to the network. Every node receives
the block, validates it, validates the transactions in it, and
adds the block to his local Blockchain copy. The transactions
included in the block become authorized and non-reversible
part of Blockchain in the moment the block is accepted by
majority of the nodes. Blocks can also be inspected as a way
of transactional and financial clearing.
In addition to transactions, every block stores some metadata and the hash value of the previous block. So every block
has a pointer to its parent block. That is how the blocks
are linked, creating a chain of blocks called Blockchain. The
ledger is publicly available for everybody to inspect the blocks
1 A proof of work is a piece of data which is difficult (costly, timeconsuming) to produce but easy for others to verify and which satisfies certain
requirements. Producing a proof of work can be a random process with low
probability so that a lot of trial and error is required on average before a valid
proof of work is generated. Bitcoin uses the Hashcash proof of work system.
2 Double spending is the case where a single transaction is recorded twice,
or in the case of currency, if the currency was spent twice

which highlight the majority of research in this area is concentrated on bitcoin however there is a certain amount of research
into other application e.g. smart contracts and licensing.
In [9], the authors found 18 use cases of blockchain in the
literature used in IoT use cases. And there are literature reviews on the topics of Blockchain and Smart Government [2],
Blockchain and Bitcoin [4], Blockchain and Smart Contracts
[6], and Blockchain and Big Data [10]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no systematic review concerned with
Blockchain and Hardware Acceleration.
IV. R ESEARCH M ETHODOLOGY
Figure 1. Blockchain Structure

and the transactions within. Figure 1 shows an example of a
blockchain structure which consists of a block header (which
contains version information, difficulty target, a nonce, and
other information), the previous block hash, the hash of the
root of the merkle tree, and the transactions contained in the
block.

A. Literature Search
To conduct the study, we followed the guidelines on Systematic literature review (SLR) provided by Kitchenham et
al [11] and Budgen et al [12] and [13]. An extensive search
was performed in the following databases: IEEE Xplore; ACM
Digital Library; SpringerLink; ScienceDirect; Google Scholar;
ProQuest. We gathered 2497 papers.
B. Literature Selection

B. Hardware Acceleration
There are several types of hardware accelerators available
today and we provide a brief description of a number of these
accelerators in this section.
A field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is an integrated
circuit (IC) that is structurally reconfigurable at hardware
level and can be reprogrammed regularly after manufacturing.
Major effort has been made by technology leaders to better
integrate FPGA accelerators within data center servers (e.g.
Microsoft Catapult, IBM CAPI, Intel Xeon+FPGA) as well as
applications for machine learning.
A Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is a single-chip processor primarily used to manage and boost the performance of
video and graphics. The most popular GPUs are manufactured
by Nvidia, Intel, and AMD. This type of technology has
found areas of applications outside of graphics including
bioinformatics and artificial intelligence.
Application Specific Integrated circuits (ASICs) are highly
optimised circuits dedicated to a specific domain of applications ranging from communications and networking to computing to storage. There are many companies offering ASIC
solutions for these domains which require high performance
circuits.
We also consider application specific hardware within General Purpose CPUs as hardware acceleration. Examples of
application specific CPU hardware acceleration is the CLMUL
instruction set from Intel and AMD which improves performance of applications which use Galois multiplications (e.g.
Elliptic Curve Cryptography).
III. R ELATED W ORK
There is substantial research already in existence in terms
of systematic reviews of Blockchain technology. In [8] the
authors extracted 41 primary papers from scientific databases

In order to decide which of the research to deeply analyze,
we performed three exclusion stages. Firstly we filtered the
papers based on titles, excluding titles which clearly were not
relevant. Secondly, in reading the abstracts, we excluded papers regarding non-engineering aspects (e.g. papers addressing
ethical issues of the blockchain or purely economic aspects of
cryptocurrencies). After the second phase we were left with
37 papers. Finally, on reading these 37 papers, we arrived with
22 papers which dealt specifically with hardware acceleration
of blockchain functions.
C. Categorization
From reading the 22 papers we were able to create seven
categories:
1) Blockchain searching - four papers in the area of
blockchain queries.
2) Hardware-Assisted Trusted Execution Environments four papers taking advantage of trusted executed environments.
3) Cryptographic Acceleration - three papers in a area of
cryptographic acceleration related to blockchain technology.
4) Currency Mining - three papers in the area of currency
mining (this area contains significantly more research
than three papers however our review is not concerned
solely with currency mining).
5) Internet of Things - two papers detailed IoT specific
blockchain application acceleration.
6) Physical Unclonable Functions - three papers exploring
PUFs.
7) Miscellaneous Blockchain Hardware - two papers which
did not fit into any of the previous categories.
We discuss these categories in more detail in the next section.

Figure 3. SGX Enclave

Figure 2. FPGA NIC in IoT environment

feature that there are no update and delete queries can be taken
advantage of.

V. B LOCKCHAIN H ARDWARE
A. Blockchain searching
A key-value database, or key-value store, is a data storage paradigm designed for storing, retrieving, and managing
associative arrays, a data structure more commonly known
today as a dictionary or hash table. As mentioned earlier,
blockchain is analogous to a distributed database and one
popular type of database which scales out well is that of the
Key-Value database [14]. Three papers we reviewed dealt with
accelerating Key-Value Stores (KVS) which store transmission
IDs (TXID) as a key and Merkle Root as a value.
In [15] the authors designed and implemented a prototype
NIC with a key-value data store written in a P4 language on
the FPGA that has four 10Gigabit Ethernet(10GbE) interfaces.
One of the primary drivers for the improved throughput3 is the
integration of this FPGA-NIC into an IoT environment. The
IoT devices in this environment are not capable of storing
the blockchain and therefore depend on a server to provide
a part of the blockchain in order for the IoT to verify if
the transaction has already been approved by the blockchain.
Therefore, reducing the load of the ”full node” (the node which
does have a copy of the blockchain) is important and can be
achieved by using this KVS FPGA-NIC and is illustrated in
figure 2.
The authors of [16] and [17] take advantage of the Reduced
Latency Dynamic Random Access Memory (RLDRAM) of
the FPGA to get some of their latency reduction. They
also make reference to how they believe their solution is
particularly important for IoT devices. Their solution improved
the throughput of blockchain queries by a factor of 1.97.
An alternative to FPGAs for searching is presented in [18].
In this paper the authors propose an acceleration method
of Blockchain search using GPUs. More specifically, they
introduce an array-based Patricia tree structure4 suitable for
GPU processing so that more effective use of the Blockchain
3 Throughput is measured as the number of successful transactions per
second starting from the first transaction deployment time.
4 A Patricia tree is a mixture of Radix tree and Merkle tree [19]

B. Hardware-Assisted Trusted Execution Environments
A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is a secure area
inside a main processor which guarantees that the code and
data loaded in the TEE are protected with respect to confidentiality and integrity. A number of hardware vendors support
TEEs, including Software Guard Extensions (SGX) from Intel
[20] and TrustZone from ARM.
In [21] the authors present a message aggregation technique
that combines hardware-based trusted execution environments
with secret sharing. Using the TEE facilitates a reduction in
the number of communication phases required for Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (BFT) protocols.
ShadowEth [22] is a trust-less off-chain smart contract
system which uses Intel SGX. This application uses SGX to
provide remote attestation. The goal of ShadowEth is to provide a confidential platform to execute private smart contracts
which can be integrated with existing public blockchain such
as Ethereum.
The authors of [23] present a cryptocurrency exchange
system which overcomes the problem of frontrunning attacks
by using Intels SGX trusted execution environment. Frontrunning is a course of action where someone benefits from
early access to market information about upcoming transactions and trades. In the case of blockchain, frontrunning can be
exploited by the miner who has knowledge of the transactions
contained in a new block.
SGX is used in [24] to construct a more efficient blockchain
mining framework. Instead of using a Proof-of-Work (PoW)
system, they introduce a Proof of Useful Work (PoUW)
mechanism to reduce resource wastage. The PoUW is created
by using information generated by a hardware protected key
combined with an SGX protected enclave.
A final point to make with regard to hardware-assisted TEE
is recent publication of SGX exploits. A recent published attack - Foreshadow [25] - can extract data from SGX enclaves,
and a very recent paper details a SGX-ROP attack [26] which
demonstrates the first enclave malware which impersonates its
host application.

The topic of SHA hardware acceleration is a wide field and
could indeed be the subject of another systematic review.
D. Cryptographic Acceleration

Figure 4. Ant Miner

C. Mining
As there is no central authority or central bank, there has
to be a way of gathering every transaction carried out in
order to create a new block. Network nodes that carry out
this task called dubbed ”miners”. Every time a number of
transactions are grouped into a block, this is appended to
the blockchain. Whoever appends the block is rewarded with
cryptocurrency. In order to successfully create a block, it must
be accompanied by a cryptographic hash (typically SHA-256)
that fulfills certain requirements (e.g. in the case of bitcoin
the hash must have a value below a certain target). The only
feasible way to arrive at a hash matching the correct criteria
is to simply calculate as many as possible and wait until you
get a matching hash. The promise of a reward is a motivator
for hardware acceleration.
In [27] the author presents a SHA-256 accelerator with a
DMA module which is integrated into a tile (called SingleISA Heterogeneous MAny-core Computer, SHMAC) and a
system with multiple cores is used to exploit the threadlevel parallelism provided by the platform. The author noted
that this approach did not lead to a performance gain when
compared to FPGA based miners but the author noted that this
approach lends itself well to thread-level parallelism.
The authors of [28] introduces us to the ”ASIC Cloud”. This
paper also provides a useful introduction to the four generations of mining hardware; first generation CPU based, second
generation GPU based, third generation FPGA based, and
fourth generation ASIC based. An ASIC cloud is a purposebuilt datacenter comprising large arrays of ASIC accelerators
(we see an example of an ASIC miner in figure 4). This paper
deals quite a bit with the power consumption of ASIC cloud
mining.
In [29] the methods of performing Bitcoin mining on custom
and non-custom hardware are discussed. In the non-custom
hardware space the author investigates SHA256 computations on CPU via the SSE2 instruction set and GPU via
CUDA/OpenCL . With regard the custom hardware the author
presents ASIC and FPGA miner. There are conclusions made
and the author also discusses some illegal methods of mining.

This section is concerned with cryptographic acceleration
outside of the SHA algorithm which is used in blockchain
mining.
In [30] a proposal for a smart gas payment system containing an embedded bitcoin payment module is proposed. This
smart meter consists of a processor with the bitcoin wallet
stored on it and a ATECC108A cryptographic offload chip
from Atmel which implements Elliptic Curve Cryptography.
The authors of [31] examine the implementation and acceleration of the Poly1305 authentication algorithm on the
IBM z14 mainframe computer. The authors restructured the
Poly1305 algorithm to take advantage of a new instruction,
vector multiply sum logical (VMSL), which employs floatingpoint hardware to perform highspeed high-throughput multiplications and then they create better scheduling for parts of
the algorithm that are performance bottlenecks. This achieved
a 7% reduction in processing time. The Poly1305 algorithm is
a proposed cipher for use within some blockchain implementations.
In [32] the authors propose a novel two-stage scalable
modular multiplication algorithm. Their experimental results
(implemented using a CMOS-based ASIC) show that the
improves the energy efficiency by 45.9%, the area efficiency
by 93.6% and achieves 8x of throughput per area compared
with the state-of-the-art CMOS-based implementation. The
connection with blockchain is not as clear with this example
however the RSA algorithm and elliptic curve cryptography
are used in blockchain.
E. Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the network of
numerous physical objects (20 billion by 2020, according to
Gartner [33]) which are provided with an internet connection.
In [34] the authors describe the challenge with regard to
blockchain employment in the context of IoT due to the IoT
device’s hardware limitations. To address the challenge, this
paper proposes an IoT ledger-based architecture to ensure
access control on heterogeneous scenarios. This research applies the new architecture to conventional devices used in IoT
networks, such as Arduino, Raspberry and Orange Pi boards.
An evaluation on RSA and ECC-Based Cipher Suites for
IoT applications is presented in [35] where a high-security
energy-efficient fog and mist computing architecture and a
testbed is presented. This research used the ESP32 microcontroller and an Orange Pi. This article not only presents a novel
mist computing testbed, but also provides guidelines for future
researchers to find out efficient and secure implementations for
advanced IoT devices.
F. Physical Unclonable Functions
A Physical Unclonable Functions (PUF) is a platformunique function which, when supplied with an input challenge,

produces an output response determined by the behavior of a
complex, unclonable physical system. PUFs can be used for
authentication of chips and can generate secret keys required
for cryptographic operations without the need for expensive
non-volatile memories.
The authors of [36] describe a combination of Blockchain
and sensor based PUF authentication for solving real-time
but non-repudiable access to IoT devices in a Smart Home.
It achieves this by utilizing a mining less consensus mechanism for the provision of immutable assurance to users and
IoT devices transactions. As this paper describes a private
blockchain, the usual rewards for mining are not required
and since this blockchain is run in a private network there
is no mining required at all. The PUF function is based on a
biometric based user fingerprint implementation.
In [37] PUFs are used to counter impersonation and data
tampering attacks in IoT environments. The paper incorporates
PUFs with Ethereum (a blockchain with smart contracts) in
these environments. In this situation the PUF and IoT functions
are integrated into a system-on-chip (SoC). The authors then
describe how this SoC blockchain/PUF approach can counter
IoT attacks.
An embedded physically unclonable function which is used
to establish the legitimacy of an IC’s current owner is presented in [38]. This is carried out by using the PUF with other
information to construct a record of the IC ownership. This
information is then stored in an ownership blockchain. The
owners of an IC are assigned an address which is generated
from an ECDSA public/private key. This paper also describes
a protocol for ownership transfer.
G. Miscellaneous Blockchain Hardware
There were a number of papers that dealt with blockchain
hardware which did not fit into any of the other categories.
These are presented here.
A Raspberry Pi is the focus in [39]. The authors present a
blockchain based distributed controller for the efficient share
of energy storage systems in energy communities. Blockchain
has a growing number of uses regarding the energy sector and
the smart grid [40].
In [41] the authors describe a situation where abnormality
detection in the Blockchain at high speed is computationally
heavy. The reasons put forward is that there is a need to
repeat the detection process using various feature quantities
and the feature extractions which become overhead. In order
to accelerate abnormality detection, they propose a method
which caches transaction information required in GPU device
memory and perform both feature extraction and abnormality
detection in the GPU. They employ abnormality detection
using K-means algorithm based on the conditional features
and when the number of users is one million and the number
of transactions is 100 millions, this proposed method is 37.1
times faster than CPU processing method and 16.1 times faster
than GPU processing method that does not perform feature
extraction on the GPU.

VI. D ISCUSSION /R ESEARCH Q UESTIONS
From the analysis of the selected literature, a series of
insights can be derived concerning the limitations of the
blockchain technology and its usability across a wide area of
domains. There are several technical areas discussed in [42]
which are relevant from a hardware acceleration perspective.
These are
• Throughput (read or transaction) - defined as how many
read operations (RPS) or transactions per time unit (TPS)
can be carried out.
• Latency - (read or transaction) - defined as the time
between when the read request is submitted and when
the reply is received or the time taken for a transaction’s
effect takes to be usable across the network.
• Size - defined as the size of the blockchain database. If the
throughput of bitcoin increases to the levels of VISA it is
predicted that the bitcoin blockchain could grow 214PB
each year. This is a serious concern.
5
• Security - blockchain is susceptible to the 51% attack .
• Wasted resources - Bitcoin emissions alone could push
global warming above 2°C [43] within less than three
decades. As one could imagine, this is a serious concern.
Throughput is addressed in [17] [17] [16] via caching, latency
is addressed in [31] [32], security is discussed in [36] [37]
[38], and wasted resources is touched on in [39].
There are gaps in blockchain research in the areas of size
and bandwidth with regard to blockchain acceleration architecture. Based on a cursory search of the literature, blockchain
size is addressed primarily by data reduction (e.g. Lempel-Ziv,
entropy encoding) however there is no application of hardware
architectures to the problem of blockchain size.
VII. C ONCLUSION
While blockchain applications are being widely deployed,
many issues have yet to be addressed. Some of these issues
have serious implications to blockchain adoption (i.e. power
consumption and wasted resources) and require further examination. Once these issues are resolved, blockchain will be
more scalable and efficient and therefore will be more widely
adopted.
Our research has identified the gap in research into heterogeneous architectures and hardware acceleration to the problem
of resource wastage and the size of blockchain.
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